Guided Reading – Week commencing 4th May 2020
Session 1
Have a look at the front cover of one version of the story of King Arthur. Based on this front cover, make a prediction
about what you think might happen in this story. Think about when this story may have been set, who the main
characters might be and what the main events might be in the story. Don’t forget to give reasons for your
predictions.

Session 2 and 3

Read the following story about the legend of King Arthur. Write a paragraph summarising the story and include the
main events that happened in chronological order.

Session 3 and 4
Answer the following questions about the legend of King Arthur.
1. Who was Arthur’s father?
2. Explain why nobody knew who the next High King of the Britons should be once King Uther died.
3. Where did the sword in the stone appear?
4. Find and copy a word which shows us how Arthur pulled the sword from the stone.
5. Explain why the Lady of the Lake gave Arthur Excalibur.
6. What did Arthur host at Camelot?
7. Explain why Sir Lancelot and Guinevere ran away to Brittany.
8. Who did Arthur entrust his kingdom to while he was away?
9. Why do you think Arthur commanded that Excalibur be thrown into the lake.
10. Do you think that the legend of King Arthur is true or not true? Use evidence from the text to support your
answer.
Session 5
Imagine you are Arthur. Write a short diary entry from the day you arrived at St Paul’s Cathedral when you were 15
years old. Explain why you had to go there, what happened while you were there, how you felt about the situation
and what this meant for you now that you had succeeded in pulling the sword from the stone.

Answers

Session 3 and 4
1. King Uthur
2. Child’s own response, such as: Nobody knew who the next High King of the Britons should be because
nobody knew that King Uther had a son and therefore, they did not know that Arthur was the heir to the
throne.
3. St Paul’s Cathedral, London
4. Easily
5. Child’s own response, such as: The Lady of the Lake gave Arthur Excalibur because the Britons were still
fighting with the Saxons and so King Arthur needed help in defeating them. Excalibur and his trusted knights
helped Arthur to do this.
6. Arthur hosted his royal court
7. Child’s own response, such as: Sir Lancelot and Guinevere ran away to Brittany because they had fallen in
love but this was not allowed because Guinevere was married to Arthur. When Arthur found out about their
relationship, they knew that their lives were in danger and so escaped to another country.
8. Mordred
9. Child’s own response, such as: I think that Arthur commanded that Excalibur be thrown into the lake
because he knew that he was dying and the Lady of the Lake had given Excalibur to his specially to fight his
enemies. I don’t think that Arthur would have wanted Excalibur to fall into the wrong hands as it was clearly
a very powerful sword.
10. Child’s own response, such as: I think that the legend of King Arthur is…
…true because lots of details of the story are true. For example, the Britons did fight the Saxons for a long
time and kings at this time did have knights that they trusted. St Paul’s Cathedral is a real place and so are
other places mentioned in the story such as Brittany and Avalon.
…false because there are lots of magical elements in the story which are not true. For example, Merlin is a
wizard and Excalibur was given to Arthur by a lady in a lake. Also, King Arthur’s body has never been found
so it cannot be proven that he was a real person.

